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ABSTRACT

Author: Ritu Moni Borah

Title: Perception of gaze and point in dynamic environment
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Gaze and pointing are very common and important social cues used in our everyday routines,

for example to draw attention of a person toward an intended object. Earlier studies on gaze

and pointing perception have not explored in detail about the integration of information in

dynamical context. Our study focuses on understanding the correlates of eye gaze and

pointing with gaze behavior in a dynamic environment when both stimuli are presented

together. We are particularly interested to study how the integration takes place when the

gaze and pointing information are provided with uncertainity in time. Conflicting stimuli

were also presented to evaluate which cue source is more reliable to predict the interlocutor’s

intention or reference.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pointing and gazing are very commonly used social gestures to relay our communicative

intentions to others,for example, to draw attention towards an intended object or a person.

Grasping and reaching conveys intention of an agent unambiguously, however, to an

observer pointing with an index finger may be interpreted as a hand‒object interaction (e.g.

referring to the object to just draw attention) or an indication to interact with the object (e.g.

to grasp or pass the object to the agent) [20]. Similarly, eye movements can be used to direct

someone’s attention [24] or understand others’ intention to act upon objects [22,1]. Thus,

gaze and pointing cues are important factors for conveying motor or communicative

intentions. Moreover, gaze and pointing may occur together in some context where the

observer will have to perceive multiple visual information to comprehend the agent’s goals

or intentions [4,10]. This suggests the need to study both these cues together.

The current study aims to advance the understanding that how gaze and pointing are

perceived in dynamic environment. When gaze and pointing start time is uncertain, how does

that affect our perception? So, what are the consequences when both cues start together i.e.

zero lag of movement’s start, and when there is a lag? Finally how is the information

integration taking place in these scenarios?

To achieve our aim, we designed a paradigm with stimuli videos showing cue (gaze/pointing

or both) and object interaction. Cue and object interactions were shown, because gaze shift

or pointing usually occur with respect to some reference to an object or person and not alone.

So, stimuli videos contained an actor performing either gaze shift or pointing or both

( conflicting or congruent ) toward an object. Each video had different time of actor’s gaze

onset and also there was lag with start of hand movement.

Earlier studies have focused on perception of gaze and pointing in static environment (e.g.,

[4, 17, 21, 24]), and the effect of dynamic environment has not been explored in much detail.

In a relevant study (considering gaze and motor cue in dynamic environment), Ambrosini et

al. 2015 investigated the integration of information by providing fixated gaze of an actor at
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an object, with the hand pre-shape in the next and then the arm movement was provided.

Their result suggested that gaze information is a reliable source for predicting others’

intentions only when no other information about the actor’s behavioral intention was

provided. Moreover, they found that hand pre-shape information was considered for action

predictions by the participants even when that source was made unreliable (i.e. conflicting

conditions). This implies that motor cues are more informative in competing environment.

Assuming all kind of motor cues will effectively be dominant in competing environment as

demonstrated by series of experiment by Ambrosini et al. 2011,2015, we also expect that

pointing would also generate the similar behavioral response.

Predictive gaze shifts are important in guiding our own actions and also integral to observing

another person’s goal directed action [7,10]. This contribute to direct matching hypothesis

which suggests that eye movements produced while performing a task is same when

observing the task, benefited by the observer’s own motor knowledge [7] .This prediction is

required for successful interactions with the environment, without which perception of the

surrounding world would be fragmented and lag with the real world events will be produced,

irrespective of goal being collaborative or competitive [10].

Thus, observer’s gaze will be at the referred objects before the actor’s action completes. We

also predict that integration of information will be faster in congruent conditions compared to

incongruent and the gaze of the observer will take lead to that of the actor’s movement

completion irrespective of congruent or incongruent condition. An increase should be seen

with lags (within conditions) , in observer’s gaze reaching time to the referred object.

So questions addressed in this dissertation are:

A. How gaze shifts are spatially distributed in provided conditions?

B. How across conditions, the time of gaze arrival at the referred object differs?
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2. EYE MOVEMENTS

Throughout the animal kingdom, consistent pattern of ‘saccade and fixate’ strategy of eye

movements are reported [15,16]. Saccades are the rapid movements that redirect the eye to a

new part of the surroundings, and fixations are intervals between saccades in which gaze

state is stationary [19, 13, 15]. These movements are important to maintain the image of the

target onto the fovea which is a very small region at the retina densely packed with cones

(photoreceptor).

To maintain the focus on target of interest onto fovea, relocations through saccades have to

be very fast. The reaching speeds of larger saccades can be upto 700 ˚/s, thus we are

effectively blind during these periods [15]. However, gaze must be still between saccades i.e.

during fixations since ~20 ms are required for cones to respond effectively to a step change

in the light reaching it [8, 15].

Apart from saccade and fixation, two other eye movements are observed: smooth pursuit and

vergence (for details refer to [8, 13, 15]).

These eye movements are not just some random movements, but depict the observers’ goal

directed search or intention or a salient feature of a stimuli [19]. Thus, studies of gaze

location, especially saccades and fixations, are widely studied to understand the underlying

cognitive processes related to the task specific interaction. This trend was set by Alfred

Yarbus, who was the first to demonstrate that eye movements shows attentional arrest of a

stimuli and also defines strategy that an observer use for performing a task [19].

Thus, gaze being goal-directed will tell us about the decisions made or strategies followed by

an observer for the a presented stimuli. Hence, we aim to investigate fixational gaze for our

study.

2.1 Eye Tracking

Eye movements can be measured by the means of eye tracker which now-a-days work on
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video based measurement. The eye is illuminated with infrared source and the resulting

corneal reflection ( glint or 1st Purkinje reflection) or pupil reflection (4th Purkinje reflection)

is recorded. The corneal reflection is the brightest but no the only. Some trackers record

make use of both the corneal and pupil reflection to test reliability of their data [13].

2.2 Eye Movements in Action Observation

Evidence of action observation being predictive comes from the eye movements recording

[3]. Flanagan & Johansson 2003 demonstrated that people make same kind of eye

movements when they perform a task themselves (block stacking in their experiment) and

when they are viewing that task. They proposed that task specific proactive eye movements

may be linked to neural processes for planning and control of that manual action. This was

consistent with mirror neurons system which works on visuo-motor matching process to

elicit predictive response and consequently, suggesting action understanding relies on motor

system [3]. These findings were further supported, for example, by transcranial magnetic

stimulation (TMS) studies done by Elsner et al. 2013, Constantini et al. 2013, and

Constantini et al. 2014. TMS pulses targeting ventral premotor cortex or superior temporal

sulcus or frontal eye field were subjected while observers were performing the task and as

expected this resulted in delayed goal directed gaze shift compared to the control conditions

in their respective studies. Moreover, developmental studies have suggested that prediction

of action is linked with action performing ability, statistical regularity or repetition of the

action, and goal’s saliency [3].
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3. GAZE AND POINTING

Perception of gaze has been shown to recruit anterior and posterior fusiform gyrus, bilateral

superior temporal sulcus (STS), left anterior STS, intra-parietal sulcus/superior parietal

lobule, postcentral gyrus, and right inferior frontal gyrus [11].

Materna et al. 2008 provided evidence that posterior STS was recruited for directional

perception of socially relevant cues which included gaze and pointing too. This is required

for re-direction of one’s attentional focus toward the cue. Sato et al. 2009 showed

commonalities in attention triggered shift due to directional hand, gaze, and symbols. Right

inferior parietal lobule, inferior frontal gyrus, STS, occipital cortices responded to directional

cues than non-directional. Moreover, in response to directional gaze cue, amygdala was also

activated which they reported was in line with previous studies of lesion amygdala depicting

impaired attentional shift to gaze.

Pierno et al. 2009 showed that visual perception of hand (in still image) triggered BOLD

response in the lateral occipitotemporal cortex and elicited response was seen with grasping

or pointing actions in the same region. They also showed that observing someone’s hand

grasping an object activated the bilateral somatosensory cortex, even when the hands shown

were relaxed and immobile. This suggest that the mere sight of pointing induces an intent on

observer to act upon the referred object. Moreover, their results revealed that the perception

of resting hand, non-interacting with the placed object, also triggers the same response as a

grasping and pointing hand. These led to activation of parietal region and dorsal and ventral

premotor cortex. Conty et al. 2012 showed that right parietal and supplementary motor

cortices were recruited for integration of someone’s pointing with gaze direction.

4. METHODS

4.1 Participants

Seventeen right handed volunteers (female = 7, male = 10) within the age group of 21-27
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years (mean=24.31) participated in the study. One of the participant’s data was excluded due

to deviant fixations. The participants were untrained with respect to the purpose of the study.

4.2 Ethics Statement

Written consent was obtained from each participant prior to the experiments. The

experiments were approved by the ethics committee of the institute.

4.3 Stimuli and Apparatus

The paradigm presented by Peeters et al 2017 [10] was amended to fit our question of

interest. Stimuli contained of trial videos, wherein an instructor was performing an action of

directing gaze or point towards an object which were either left or right directed. Four

conditions were provided which includes “Congruent Condition” where the instructor was

looking and pointing at an object in the same direction, “Incongruent Condition” where the

instructor was gazing and pointing at different object. There were also “OnlyGaze” and

“OnlyPoint” trials as control. Within the Congruent and Incongruent condition, lagged and

synchronous videos were presented. The details of stimuli timing are explained in Table 1.

There were a total of sixteen different videos presented with combination of six different

elongated objects (each repeated 25 times) with 50% distribution of referred object in either

left or right direction, exception being in incongruent trials where reference to both left and

right objects were there. Trial videos (1.579±0.376 s) were presented in randomization with

fixation cross pictures (duration variability of 1.2983±0.417 s) as inter-trial interval. The

videos start with instructor sitting neutrally, gazing in front and then with variability of

172.22±16.87 ms starts the action. Pointing instructions presented by the instructor were with

the right hand which is the dominant hand used in most cases.
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Figure 2: Still from stimuli video showing pointing directions from OnlyPoint trials

(a) (b)

4.4 Procedure
In order to maintain participants’ attention, the experiment was divided into eight blocks

with 50 trial videos each, leading to 400 trials for the whole experiment. At the beginning of

each block, participants’ gaze position was calibrated using a standard nine point calibration

procedure.

Participants sat approximately 30 inch away from the display screen with an eye tracking

7

Table 1: Timing of each cue start in milliseconds from the onset of the stimuli video. G: gaze start G_END: gaze
reaches the object; H: hand lift start; P_1:start of index finger projection; P_2:time of crossing mid section (Figure
2(a)); P_END: first point that reaches the object (i.e., not considering the hand adjustments involved to align the
point even after reaching); C: congruent; I: incongruent, G: OnlyGaze; P: OnlyPoint. The lags that are being checked
here is of hand movement to gaze start. Names suggested at column 1 would be used henceforth for referring to any
stimuli video for simplicity



device placed with it. Visual stimuli were projected onto the screen with 1280x720 pixel

resolution.

Participants were asked to look at the fixation cross which were presented as inter-trial

intervals and instructed to look at the object where they think the instructor was referring to

during the stimuli videos.

4.5 Data Analysis

Eye movements were measured by an infrared light reflection recorded from the EyeTribe

eye tracker with 30Hz sampling rate and spatial accuracy 0.5˚ for perfect calibration score, as

declared by the manufacturer. Standard nine point calibration was performed and only

“Perfect” score of five stars were accepted which indicated good spatial recording.

4.5.1 Structure of the raw data

The eye tracking data was written into text file that contains multiple time series sampled at

30 Hz.

These time series included (a) raw and smoothed x- and y-coordinates for the point of gaze

on the screen separately for left and right eye and averaged between the two, (b) timestamps

for each data sample at milliseconds accuracy, (c) “validity codes” for each eye indicating

the reliability of tracking at each time point (state 7 = gaze coordinates of both eyes were

perfectly sampled, state 4 = gaze location of one eye not recorded, state 8 = gaze locations

not recorded), (d) pupil size, and (e)fixation state in True/False terms.

Provided gaze coordinates were estimated from the top-left corner of the display screen in

unit of pixels. Average gaze coordinates with “fix:true” state and tracker state 7 and state 4

were used. State 8 data were discarded since provided gaze coordinates were(0,0) for both

eyes which refers to either blinking or sampling error. Data loss due to sampling error in both

eyes/blinks was found to be 2.32% over all the participants.
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4.5.2 Fixation map

Fixation map for each condition was plotted using x- and y- coordinates of all subjects

collapsed across time and corresponding kernel density estimation of x-coordinates was

plotted.

4.5.3 Fixation percentage

Proportion of fixation was calculated by distributing the x-axis of the fixation points into

three groups. Two groups accounted for the boundaries of two objects and the third group

consisted the actor. The boundaries were taken to be (0-230), (240-870), (1040-1280) pixels

considering the objects and actor’s position in all the trial conditions and also considering the

spatial error of the eye tracker (found to be ~25px[23]).

Fixation proportion for same condition but different trial videos were combined, e.g., four

OnlyGaze trial videos fixation proportions were combined to give an average effect for

OnlyGaze condition.

Proportion was considered for comparison since unbalanced fixations were obtained for trials

and hence normalization was necessary.

4.5.4 Gaze arrival time(GAT)

Gaze Arrival Time is defined as that time at which prolonged fixation (>200 ms) was

achieved at the referred object with respect to the onset of actor’s gaze start. In our case, we

took the last fixation on the referred object, assuming this to be the timepoint at which visual

foraging by the participants were over. We ensured that the fixation duration between the

next point, which was not on the object but elsewhere, was more than 200ms.

Since we are interested in knowing the integration of information provided in different time,

we took the start of the gaze movement of the actor which was in lead in every videos to be

the zero. Only in the case of Only Point trials, start of point movement of the actor was taken

as zero.
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The GATs were clubbed together for each stimuli videos for all participants. No participant

based analysis was done.

31.45% of trials were unattended out of 6400 and 68.54%, 13.79% of the left trials were

randomly anticipated on referred objects i.e. fixations were at the target before the start of the

actor’s movement.

Only 13.78% trials obtained were gaze-directed so were excluded from GAT analysis.

Again, GATs cutoff of 100-1000ms was introduced to exclude the outliers.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Spatial Distributions
In congruent conditions and OnlyGaze and OnlyPoint conditions, clear bimodal distributions

were found which is also being depicted by the kernel density estimation plots of

x-coordinates. Trimodal distributions were found for incongruent conditions which account

for the heterogeneity of choice between gaze and point. But the third mode that is spatially

representative of the gaze-directed object has probability density very less as compared to the

other two clusters on actor body and the point-directed objects of incongruent trials. This was

further proved by the fixation proportion across all trials against Congruent trials of 116.9 ms

lag, 83.5 ms lag,16.7 ms lag, 0 ms lag, Incongruent trials of 50.1 ms lag, 33.4 ms lag, 0 ms

lag, and OnlyGaze, OnlyPoint trials. Fixations were found to be maximum at the body

average across all participants across conditions, ranging from 57%–61% of the total

fixations while on the target objects( in case of congruent and OnlyGaze, OnlyPoint trials)

and point-directed objects were fixated 25%–42%. Only 0.2%–7% fixations were on the

non-targeted objects or the gaze-directed objects; 3.19%, 7.30%, 5.22% of fixations were on

the gaze-directed object respectively for 50.1 ms lag, 33.4 ms lag, 0 ms lag condition of

incongruent trials.

The fixation proportion were found highly significant within a condition (two-way ANOVA,

F = 201.44, p < 0.001) while across conditions were not significant (p = 1). Thus,
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distributions of gaze locations were highly driven by the visual cues presented on the stimuli

videos but cannot be said specifically if lags had any effect.

Figure 3: Fixation map and the corresponding kernel density distribution of x-coordinates. (a)

Congruent trial with 116.9 ms lag (C1); (b) Congruent trial with zero lag (C2); (c) Incongruent trial with

zero lag (I8); (d) Incongruent trial with 50.1 ms lag (I5); (e) Incongruent trial with 33.4 ms lag (I6); (f)

OnlyGaze trial (G11); (g) OnlyPoint trial (P14). ( read from up to down).
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5.2 Gaze Arrival Time (GAT)
For comparison across conditions, ex-Gaussian probability function which consist of both

normal and exponential component, was used to calculate μ, σ, τ values. Ex-Gaussian
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distribution is known for effective reaction time fit [29]. So μ, σ gives mean and standard

deviation from normal distribution while τ gives mean for the exponential component.

Further, to test the significance among the groups wilcoxon test was performed.

There was no significant difference found within stimuli videos of OnlyGaze and OnlyPoint

trials. But GATs for OnlyPoint trials were significantly higher than OnlyGaze trials (Figure 5

(b) ). OnlyGaze trials had significantly low GATs as compared to congruent and incongruent

videos of zero lag but with OnlyPoint trials no significant difference was found (Figure 5

(c,d) ).

13

Table 2: Calculated parameters from
ex-Gaussian distribution: mu represent
the mean of the normal component
while tau gives the mean of exponential
component. More the tau value, more
right skewed the distribution would be.

Figure 4: a simulated
ex-Gaussian distribution of
reaction time



Only I7 showed high GAT to OnlyPoint and OnlyGaze trials (Figure 5 (e) ).The assumed

main effect of congruency was checked by comparing congruent lag 0ms with corresponding

incongruent lag trial (i.e. between C2 and I8). But no significance difference was found

(Figure 5 (a) ). But surprisingly, I7 and I6 did show significantly higher GAT to that of

different congruent trials with only exception of I6 being similar to C1 (Figure 5 (g,h) ).

Again, within congruent condition GAT did not differ significantly but in incongruent

condition, I7 trials showed significantly higher GAT than I5 and I8 (Figure 5 (i) ). With

respect to lag of hand movement start to gaze start, only lag 33.4 ms showed significantly

higher GAT to that of lag 0 ms, 16.7 ms, 50.1 ms, 116.9 ms.

Figure 5: GAT difference among described trials; star depicts high statistical significance with p < 0.05.

read from left to right as (5a) to (5i)
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6. DISCUSSIONS

Kernel density estimation plot established that majority of distributions of gaze locations

were on point-directed target and actor’s body in incongruent conditions. This is in line with

the Ambrosini et al. 2015 study of gaze and hand pre-shape where they showed that motor

cue is more informative than gaze cue when both the information were present. Henceforth,

the distributions found toward point-directed object and the actor’s body in incongruent

conditions is evident of the point cue being more informative or reliable source of intention

conveyance.

We did not check for consistency of these fixation pattern with participants’ subjective

choice per se to validate that the gaze-directed fixations obtained were due to some

participants’ preference to gaze cue or was due to random fixation during visual search by

the participants.
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Attended trials which was measured as trials which had fixation on the referred object

was >30% for all trials, except for OnlyGaze trials with only 26.56% attended. Regardless,

the consistency of maximal fixation on actor was found in all conditions. One reason for

maximum fixation on actor could be because, observers’ were waiting for cues from the

actor to predict her directional action. This may be evident if temporal fixation shift along

the video length is accounted for which wasn’t focused for the current analysis.

GAT analysis gave surprising results: significantly higher GAT of OnlyPoint trials to

OnlyGaze trials did suggest that there was an effect of the cue presented, with gaze cue

contributing to fast information conveyance than point. Consequently, congruent and

incongruent trials showed significantly higher GATs but no significant difference was found

as compared to OnlyPoint trials. But, incongruent stimuli video with lag 33.4 ms (I7) showed

significantly increased GAT to both OnlyGaze and OnlyPoint.

Also the lag of hand movement with respect to gaze start of actor did not show expected

result. It was only lag 33.4 ms stimuli video that interacted with other lags. Again, no

difference within congruent videos of different lag were seen which is suggestive of lag not

being a main effect for congruent stimuli. But within incongruent condition, lag 33.4 ms

stimuli video (I7) showed significant increase of GAT to incongruent 50.1 ms and 0 ms lag

(I5 and I8). These are all suggestive of lag not being the only effect contributing to

unexpected GATs for stimuli videos of congruent and incongruent conditions. Apart from

lag, it could be the actor’s gaze reach time and point projection start or end time that is

interacting. This may be a reason that why only incongruent lag 33.4 ms (I7 and I6) showed

increased GAT to congruent videos while lag 50.1 ms and 0 ms showed similar GATs even

if the conditions were incongruent or why OnlyPoint trials GATs were similar to most of the

presented conditions. More post hoc analyses are required to reach any conclusion about the

information integration of gaze and pointing in dynamic environment.
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